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On the morning of June 15, 2006, Norma 
Infante-García was exiting her vehicle in the 
Education and Business Complex parking lot 
when a man approached her, pointed a gun at 
her neck and threatened to shoot if she didn’t 
give him the keys.
“That’s when I started to scream,” said 
Infante-García, an administrative assistant 
for the College of Education. “Then he 
pushed me out of the way, and he jumped in 
my car because the car was still open, looking 
for the keys. I didn’t even run. I just stood 
there, and I was screaming. And then that’s 
when students started running, coming to me. 
There was another guy in the [getaway] car 
waiting for him, and the guy told him, ‘Jump 
in, people are coming.’ He just pushed me out 
of the way and got into the [getaway] car and 
left.”
A Border Patrol unit was traveling 
on University Boulevard as the incident 
unfolded, and she believes they contacted 
police.
“[Before the incident,] I never realized that 
there was a need for security, even in broad 
daylight,” Infante-García said. 
She recommends that students become 
aware of their surroundings before and after 
getting in their vehicle, that they lock the 
door immediately and if it is dark, to take 
advantage of the escort service to vehicles 
offered by Campus Police. 
Asked how security could be improved 
on campus, Infante-García replied that the 
addition of safety classes and training would 
be helpful for the staff to be more vigilant.
That is exactly what’s happening.
Earlier this month, students living at The 
Village at Fort Brown heard a gun battle in 
Matamoros between the Mexican army and 
a drug gang. The incident spurred UTB/TSC 
to train student housing staff on security 
Campus tightens buckle on safety
By Héctor Aguilar
Spanish Editor
• See ‘Security,’ Page   4
Scorpions Michelle Marques and Anna Guerra attempt to block a hit by Columbia College’s Serena Jenkins in the Manuel B. Garza 
Gym. See story, Page 14.
alexandra gracia/collegian
Block busters
The Texas Southmost College board of 
trustees has scheduled a vote on a proposed 
educational partnership agreement between the 
University of Texas System and TSC for Oct. 
21.
During a regular meeting Thursday, board 
members expressed their opinion on the 
proposed  agreement, which was not unveiled 
on the UTB/TSC Website until Friday.
All seven trustees said they are in favor of 
modifying the existing partnership. (See both 
agreements at www.utbcollegian.com.)
“We are currently working in a united way to 
come up with a plan that helps all of us with the 
student at the forefront,” Trustee Dr. Roberto 
Robles said. “This is an experiment that will 
benefit all of us.” Trustee Trey Mendez said one 
difference between the pacts is lower tuition for 
two-year degree and certificate programs that 
TSC offers.
“There is a specific clause that designates 
specific tuition for lower-level and certificate 
students,” Mendez told The Collegian on 
Friday afternoon. “The point of reason of that 
clause is to lower the tuition for those students 
right now because they’re paying way too 
much, and all the trustees agree that they pay 
too much.”
Individuals addressed the importance and 
positive impact from the partnership.
“In light of these and numerous other 
objective and substantial reasons and facts, if 
anyone, anyone of you or anyone of us, give 
less than full and abiding support to this unique, 
effective and invaluable partnership would 
be, I think, to betray our students. Surely, no 
one wants to be guilty of that,” said the Rev. 
Armand Mathew, a staff member of the UTB/
TSC Center for Civic Engagement.
SGA President Jorge Muñoz said, “I think 
you owe it to us, you owe it to yourselves. You 
are all educated, you all have degrees, you all 
are successful, why shouldn’t we be that? Don’t 
take that from us because you talk [that] TSC 
will continue, but ask yourselves where you 
would be with a two-year certificate; would 
you have the luxuries that you have?” 
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2, a man 
d r i v i n g 
a Ford 
Mustang accidentally struck a Chevrolet 
Silverado that was parked in Lot R. No 
injuries were reported.
At 12:41 p.m. the same day, a student 
reported that her ex-boyfriend broke 
her sunglasses in Lot AB. 
At 12:55 p.m. the same day, a student 
told a staff member that if she received 
another parking citation, she would 
burn down the university.
At 5:32 p.m. the same day, a Campus 
Police officer was sent to the Recreation, 
Education and Kinesiology Center after 
a student who failed to provide his ID 
refused to leave the facility. When the 
officer arrived, the student was gone.
At 1:20 p.m. Sept. 5, a Campus Police 
officer detected the odor of marijuana 
coming from a resident’s room in The 
Village at Fort Brown. The officer 
obtained consent to enter the room and 
found marijuana, drug paraphernalia 
and alcohol. The suspect was placed 
under arrest and taken to the Cameron 
County Carrizales-Rucker Detention 
Center; two other students in the room 
were issued citations for consumption 
of alcohol by a minor.
At 9:43 p.m. Sept. 7, a woman reported 
being assaulted by her husband behind 
the International Technology, Education 
and Commerce Center. Campus Police 
searched for the individual but did not 
find him. 
At 7:12 p.m. Sept. 8, a student 
reported that while she was in the 
University Boulevard Library, a man 
showed her inappropriate pictures. 
At 3:55 p.m. the same day, a student 
reported that during the summer 
session, she lent another student two 
textbooks and they were not returned. 
At 10:47 a.m. Sept. 9, a Campus 
Police officer was called to parking lot 
V because two students were arguing 
over a parking space.
At 3:31 p.m. Sept. 12, a Campus 
Police officer found a student standing 
naked in a hallway at The Village at 
Fort Brown. The student told the officer 
that he had consumed alcohol and was 
under 21 years of age. The officer issued 
the student a citation for consumption 
of alcohol by a minor. The report was 
forwarded to Student Judicial Affairs.
--Compiled by Alejandra González 
Nanoscience lecture
Karen Martirosyan, a research 
assistant professor of chemical and 
biomolecular engineering at the 
University of Houston, will present 
a lecture titled “The Magic of 
Nanoscience” at 7 tonight in the SET-B 
third-floor conference room. The lecture 
is part of the Department of Physics 
and Astronomy’s Monday Night 
Physics series. For more information, 
contact Robert Stone, director of 
education and outreach, at 882-6655 or 
send an e-mail to rstone@phys.utb.edu.
ACT preparation
The Language Institute at ITECC 
is registering students for the American 
College Testing preparation course. 
The four-week course starts at 6 p.m. 
Tuesday in the Language Institute.The 
cost of the course is $140. For more 
information, call 882-4178.
Job fair
The Career Services Department 
will sponsor a job fair for all majors 
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Wednesday in the 
Student Union’s Gran Salon. For more 
information, call 882-5627.
Emergency training
UTB/TSC will conduct training 
sessions on the new Emergency 
Notification System from 1 to 2 p.m. 
Thursday and Friday in Tandy Hall 113. 
For more information, call 882-8240.
Patron of the Arts
Pianist Richard Urbis will perform 
at 8 p.m. Thursday in the Arts Center. 
Admission is $5 for students, senior 
citizens and children, and $10 for the 
general public. For more information, 
call the Patron of the Arts program at 
882-7025.
Semplice Duo, featuring flutist 
Cristina Ballatori and pianist Kevin 
Chance, will perform at 8 p.m. Saturday 
in the Arts Center. Admission is $5 for 
UTB/TSC students, $15 for the general 
public and $10 for senior citizens and 
children. For more information, call 
882-7025.
Civic Engagement meeting
The Civic Engagement Scholars 
club meets at 5 p.m. every Friday in 
the Cueto Building, 1301 E. Madison 
St. Interested students are welcome 
to attend. For more information, call 
Matthew Paul Gomez at 551-0345.
Arts Center concert
The Arts Center’s Signature Series 
continues with Luna Negra and the 
Turtle Island Quartet at 7:30 p.m. 
Friday in the Arts Center. Tickets are 
$15 to $65 for students, $29-$79 for 
senior citizens, $19-$69 for children 
and $39-89 for general public. For 




The Cameron County Master 
Gardeners will host a plant sale 
from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. Saturday in the 
Arboretum, located in the Cameron 
County Annex at Williams Road and 
Expy. 77 in San Benito. The event 
also will include information on soil 
testing and rainwater harvesting, a plant 
clinic, a butterfly garden presentation, 
composting demonstrations and 
children’s activities. Proceeds will go 
to the Arboretum and Master Gardeners 
educational programs.
Architecture show
The “Building Bridges: Architecture 
Show” continues in the Rusteberg Art 
Gallery through Oct. 15. Admission 
is $1. For more information, call 882-
7097.
 Farmers’ Market
The Brownsville Farmers’ Market 
seeks farmers, backyard fruit and 
vegetable growers, hot-food and 
prepared-food vendors, and arts and 
crafts vendors. The market opens from 
9 a.m. to noon Saturday at Linear Park. 
For more information, call 882-5896.
Scantron distribution
Students may pick up free Scantrons 
in the Student Government Association 
office, located in Student Union 2.16. 
The limit is two Scantrons per student. 
For more information, call 882-7897 or 
send an e-mail to sga@utb.edu.
‘Noche de Estrellas’
Students interested in competing in 
the “Noche de Estrellas” talent show 
are asked to call International Student 
Adviser Aragelia Salazar at 882-5115 
or send an e-mail to nochedeestrellas@
rocketmail.com. Cash prizes will be 
awarded to the first-, second- and third-
place winners. The event will take 
place at 7 p.m. Oct. 7 in the SET-B 
Lecture Hall.
Gómez art exhibit
“Iconography and Identity,” an 
exhibit featuring paintings by UTB/TSC 
Art Professor Carlos G. Gómez, will be 
on exhibit until Oct. 29 at South Texas 
College’s Starr County Campus Library 
Art Gallery, located at 142 FM 3167 
in Rio Grande City. Admission is free. 
For more information, send an e-mail 
to libraryart@southtexascollege.edu or 
call at (956) 872-3488.
Biosafety workshop
The eighth annual Biosafety 
Workshop will take place from 7:45 
a.m. to 5 p.m. Oct. 8 in the Education 
and Business Complex’s Salon Cassia. 
Admission is $5 for students, $10 for 
faculty and staff and $25 for the general 
public. The fee includes a certification, 
presentation package, breakfast and 
lunch. The event is sponsored by the 
University of Texas Health Science 
Center at Houston, the School of Public 
Health Brownsville Region Campus 
and UTB/TSC. To register, send an 
e-mail to Sandra Gerace at sandra.
gerace@utb.edu or Noemi Hernandez 
at noemi.hernandez@utb.edu.  For more 
information, call 882-5940.
Registration Schedule
The Office of the Registrar 
announces the Spring 2011 registration 
schedule: Nov. 2, registration begins 
for undergraduate students who have 
completed 90 or more hours and all 
graduate students; Nov. 8, registration 
begins for undergraduate students who 
have completed 60 or more earned 
hours; Nov. 15, registration begins 
for undergraduate students who have 
completed 30 or more earned hours; Nov. 
29, registration opens for all remaining 
students. Students may obtain the 
amount of hours completed via Scorpion 
Online—Satisfactory Academic Progress 
(S.A.P.) link.
--Compiled by Daniel Beltrán
If you would like your organization 
or department news published in The 
Collegian’s Briefs section, call Daniel 
Beltrán at 882-5143 or send him an 
e-mail at collegian@utb.edu. 
UTB/TSC President Juliet V. García 
went before the Student Government 
Association to explain recent issues with 
the partnership between UT-Brownsville 
and Texas Southmost College.
“I thought it was fair in an organization, 
when something this big is going on, to 
make sure that the information that went 
out is objective information and that 
you’ve had a chance to take a look at it and 
try to understand what’s going on,” García 
said during the SGA meeting on Tuesday, 
“not the decision itself, but just the context 
of the decision and then have someone to 
ask questions about it.”
She said that in 1991, the community 
decided to start a university.
“We started to worry about the new jobs 
that were going to be required in the next 
century,” García said. “Those of us who 
were here were thinking, ‘Oh, my gosh, 
what is this new century going to look 
like? And, are we preparing Brownsville as 
a region, our students in particular, to have 
the kind of employment and opportunity 
that that new century is going to require?’”
Most of the jobs to be created in the new 
century were going to require students with 
baccalaureate, master’s and professional 
school students.
At the time, however, Texas Southmost 
College was only offering certificates and 
associate’s degrees in a region that was 
expected to be fast-growing for the next 
four decades. 
The state had a budget deficit and 
the Mexican peso had devalued. The 
community was transforming from one 
based in agriculture to one with service 
industry and manufacturing jobs. Plus, 
two weather freezes occurred in a three-
year period. 
“That’s when we had to have another 
way to transform ourselves, and so we 
figured it’s got to be through education,” 
García said. “So, we decided to go to the 
partner that we thought had the widest 
shade, as they say. … The biggest tree 
in higher ed in Texas is the University of 
Texas System. … We went to UT System 
and asked them if they wanted to partner.”
UT-Brownsville opened on Sept. 1, 
1991 in partnership with Texas Southmost 
College, which provided physical assets, 
fiscal and human resources, she said.
The model didn’t exist.
 “It took us a long time to get the concept 
sold,” García said, explaining that they had 
to sell the idea to the TSC board of trustees 
and the UT System. “This partnership was 
meant to create a synergy between two 
entities that would make us more nimble, 
faster, able to maneuver in an environment 
that we weren’t clear about in a way that 
would benefit this region and the students.”
Since then, the university has grown, 
with the number of degree programs 
increasing from 58 to 131, full-time faculty 
increasing from 184 to 398 and enrollment 
from 7,358 to 15,180 and a total of 32,528 
certificates and degrees awarded.  
 Now, however, as she informed the 
SGA, some issues have surfaced making 
the board of trustees reconsider the 
partnership. 
“There had been agreement that we 
would lease buildings from each other and 
every year, TSC through [UTB] would go 
and ask [the state] for the money that was 
owed us … and it was never funded at a 
hundred percent,” García said. 
During the last legislative session, it was 
determined that $10 million was owed.
García said that the state does not have 
all the money that UTB/TSC is asking for, 
and now the UT System will be the one 
giving the money to TSC. But just like 
the state, the UT System does not have 
the money. In the next legislative session, 
García explains partnership agreement to SGA
By Rubí Martínez
Staff Writer
UTB/TSC President Juliet V. García talks about the achievements of the partnership between the University 
of Texas at Brownsville and Texas Southmost College during Tuesday’s Student Government Association 
meeting. Shown with García are Dana Almeida, vice president of accounting and finance, and Jorge Muñoz, 
SGA president.
LesLie Barrientos/CoLLegian
• See ‘SGA,’ Page   4
The Communication Department has 
approved changes to its degree plan to 
accommodate changing job opportunities 
and student interest. 
The department’s faculty discussed 
changing the communication degree plan, 
and its tenured faculty voted on the changes 
during a two-hour meeting Sept. 10. 
The core of previous degree plans had 
eight courses with two tracks available: 
mass media and communication studies. 
That will no longer be the case.
“The faculty have agreed we will 
have 12 courses in the core instead of 
eight,” said Sharaf Rehman, chair of the 
Communication Department. “We now 
want the students to start taking courses in 
communication as freshmen. Previously, 
people came to us when they were juniors.” 
For future students majoring in 
communication, the introductory course, 
Introduction to Mass Media, will be 
replaced by Introduction to Human 
Communication, a prerequisite for other 
communication courses. 
A writing course, which will be named 
at a later date, will be required. It will 
teach writing for general and mass 
communication, instructing students how 
to write for news, Websites, memos and 
news releases.
Another course, which may be called 
Integrated Media Communication, will 
teach students about new technologies, 
such as iPods and smartphones, and how 
to design and deliver messages for these 
mediums.
Other additions include Social 
Movements and Campaigns, a senior 
seminar and Communication Law. 
Associate Communication Professor 
Louis Falk sees the degree aimed to 
create a more versatile and “ultimate 
communicator,” he said. 
“The way we look at this whole thing--I 
don’t know if everybody agrees with me--
is that you guys aren’t really the client for 
us. I know you pay for school here. The 
client is the businesses that we help you 
get jobs in later. … I’m trying to make sure 
you are marketable, and you get this job 
that you want.”
The job market for students studying 
mass communication is seeing changes, 
considering some universities have 
closed their journalism programs, said 
Ben Wasike, an assistant communication 
professor.
“You can’t just be a journalist anymore,” 
Wasike said. “You have to be more of a 
new media kind of person, so things are 
changing. For example, there is a new 
position in journalism called social media 
editors. That is a new thing; it’s not even a 
year old, where they have people who are 
out there, and they only deal with social 
networks like Myspace, Facebook, the 
Twitters.” 
Wasike said the degree plan’s new 
structure will allow for more flexibility, 
such as in the areas of emphasis that would 
replace the two tracks. 
An emphasis area will be composed 
of 15 hours. A film studies, mass media, 
corporate communication, advertising 
and public relations are possible areas 
of emphasis. Emphasis areas are still in 
the works and will be created as student 
interest warrants, Rehman said. 
Enrollment in an introductory course 
to an emphasis area would gauge interest. 
The course could be made into an area of 
emphasis by the addition of other related 
classes. Or, it would simply remain an 
elective, depending on student interest, 
Rehman said, later adding that it’s the 
choice of the students and not the faculty. 
No one would have to choose an 
emphasis area, though.
“We are going to say that you take 
15 additional [hours] of electives in 
communication,” Rehman said. “It gives 
the student a greater choice. Now you’re 
not tied to one of the two tracks that [once] 
stood there.”
Comm faculty approve degree changes
By Rene Cardona Jr.
Staff Writer
• See ‘Degree,’ Page   11
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--Compiled by Rene Cardona Jr.
--Photos by Leslie Barrientos
Do you have beef? If so, call Collegian 
reporter Rene Cardona Jr. at 882-5143 
or send him an e-mail at collegian@utb.
edu. 
“I think it’s a really good idea-
-the smoke ban thing--because a 
l o t of kids they 









to it. When I would 
go past North and South [halls], I 
would have to bury my head in my 
jacket. I couldn’t breathe, and so 
even though there are still people 
that smoke on campus, it’s gone 
down a lot. And I think it’s a really 
good thing that the school did.”
Abigail Shields
Math and Science 
Academy student
“Basically, my beef is that, here in 
Brownsv i l l e , 
there really 
isn’t a night 
life, social 





or could be 
made into 
something like that. I mean, there 
are a lot of college students, a lot 
of presence of youth. … I feel 
that we can strongly benefit from 
art, some sort of art forums, art 
openings, fine dining, or finer 
dining, maybe clubs, a lot of bars, 
basically what McAllen has. … 
Other than a bus depot coming up, 
I really haven’t seen anything, you 
know, any college student would 
like. ... Brownsville would see a 
huge economic upturn, too, I’m 
sure, from something like that. … 
Any number of things could come 
from the subculture that an area 
like that could create. … Come on, 




she said, officials will once again try to get 
that money.
“What’s happened, besides from the 
money, is that there has been a lot of 
discussion over the last year and a half on 
‘how do you strengthen this partnership 
going forward?’” the president said about 
the reason why officials are revising the 
partnership agreement. 
“What the board is involved in now is 
negotiating a new partnership agreement. 
… Trying to strengthen it, trying to learn 
from what hasn’t worked well over the 
last 19 years, trying to create a more 
predictable revenue stream going forward, 
[and] to clarify the lines of authority,” 
García said.        
In other business, Ben Reyna, special 
assistant to the provost for Governmental 
Relations, spoke about the border violence. 
“We have been working with Chief 
[John] Cardoza and the rest of the Business 
Affairs team to try to find ways to protect 
our students,” Reyna said. “UTB/TSC is 
one of the safest campuses, not only in 
Texas but in the entire nation … but that 
doesn’t mean we will get comfortable.” 
He said the campus will begin to focus 
on a training program on how to handle 
the border violence.
“One of the most important ways that 
we are going to maintain the high level of 
security and safety for the general welfare 
of our entire campus community is if we 
work together,” Reyna said. “What we 
really need as a student body is to help our 
fellow friends and colleagues.” 
During the “Let Your Voice Be Heard” 
section of the meeting, Fernando Reyna, 
a second lieutenant and recruiter of the 
Reserve Officer Training Corps, asked the 
SGA for money to help start a fundraiser. 
The ROTC program is a registered student 
organization.
The SGA also approved:
-Resolution No. 10, which sets aside 
no more than $1,000 for the purchase of 
uniforms for all members of the SGA.
-Resolution No. 11, in appreciation of 
David Boon, a junior mathematics major, 
who served as election commissioner for 
the Freshman Senator elections. 
-Resolution No. 12, which authorizes a 
tobacco free-campus survey to be posted 
on Blackboard today through midnight 
Oct. 2.
Muñoz administered the oath of office 
to newly elected Freshman Senators Pedro 
Rangel, Hannah Roberts, Andrea A. Teran, 
Manuel Flores Arguelles and Ericka 
Rangel.
The SGA also plans to revise its 
constitution, which has not been modified 
for the last two years. The senate approved 
Muñoz’s nomination of Javed Paimam 
as chair of the Constitution Committee. 
Paimam is vice president of historical 
archives. 
Michael Quiñones, senator for the 
College of Liberal Arts, was nominated 
to serve on the Parking Committee along 
with Rosalinda Rangel, vice president of 
administration. 
O n  C a m p u s
SGA
Continued from Page 3
last week. 
Sgt. Reynaldo Treviño said the training 
consisted of a community response to all 
hazards, from hurricanes to shooters.
More training is scheduled. E-mails were 
sent Tuesday announcing four emergency 
communication trainings in Tandy Hall 
113 for the entire campus community. The 
sessions will take place from 1 to 2 p.m. 
Thursday and Friday and from 9-10 a.m. Oct. 
4 and 5. Over the last year, the Information 
Technology Network team has installed 
more than 300 speakers throughout the UTB/
TSC campus to alert the public in case of an 
emergency.
There are 300 indoor speakers, 30 horn 
speakers and 30 outdoor speakers on the Fort 
Brown Campus and six additional outdoor 
speakers on the International Technology, 
Education and Commerce Center, said Fitra 
Khan, director of Information Technology 
Network. The speakers are on the tops of 
buildings, in some classrooms, laboratories 
and in hallways that are most frequented.
Due to the recent construction projects, 
there are some places where the system 
has yet to be installed; these include the 
large classrooms, the University Boulevard 
Library, the REK Center and the new Arts 
Center.
“We tried to cover every classroom and 
every lab, except for ITECC,” Khan said. 
“The funding for ITECC was just approved, 
so we are still in the process of covering 
ITECC.”
Additionally, three speakers are being 
added to The Village to alert the public 
if needed, and this task is expected to be 
completed by mid-October, said Rosemary 
Martínez, vice president for Business Affairs.
As some may already be aware, the safety 
system already allows for text messages to 
be sent through the Cisco VoIP Telephony 
System as well as to any computer that is 
connected to the UTB/TSC network.
Martínez said these messages would notify 
the public of an incident to avoid a certain 
location, give a description of a suspect, if 
applicable, and tell everybody where to head 
for safety.
 “We need to make sure that the system 
works … under real conditions … when the 
campus is full and there is a lot of traffic and 
noise of vehicles because we want to make 
sure that you can hear all over campus the 
messages that are being pushed out through 
the system,” she said.
The addition of speakers to the safety 
system will cut down the time it takes from 
when an incident occurs to when the message 
is relayed to the public, Martínez said. In the 
past, Campus Police would take about an 
hour to travel to and investigate an incident 
and then relay a message, but with this 
system, that time has been cut to less than 
30 minutes. 
The Business Affairs Office, the President’s 
Office and Campus Police are authorized 
to send messages. To further speed up the 
delivery time, canned messages are already 
formulated to which specifics of the situation 
are added before they are sent out. 
In an evaluation of the events that occurred 
at the Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State 
University in April 2007, when an armed 
student, Seung-Hui Cho, shot and killed 
32 people on the campus, its emergency 
planners found that communication was the 
biggest failure in the incident.
Safety
Continued from Page 1
• See ‘Security,’ Page   7
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The Department of Physics and 
Astronomy will sponsor a lecture titled 
“The Magic of Nanoscience,” at 7 tonight 
in the third-floor conference room of 
SET-B.
Karen Martirosyan, a research assistant 
professor of chemical and biomolecular 
engineering at the University of Houston, 
will talk about key nano initiatives that are 
intended to help solve global energy needs 
with environmentally clean solutions and 
enhance the quality of life.
The lecture is part of the Monday Night 
Physics series. Admission is free.
In other department news, the Center 
for Gravitational Wave Astronomy and the 
Physics and Astronomy Department will 
celebrate World Space Week on Oct. 9.
The event begins at 4 p.m. in the 
International, Technology, Education and 
Commerce Center with a physics circus, 
3-D visualization lab and comet model 
making. The Brownsville Independent 
School District Star Lab, an inflatable 
planetarium, will also be featured.
Then at 7:30 p.m. in the Nompuewenu 
Astronomical Observatory on the Fort 
Brown campus, attendees can see the sun 
and Venus set and Jupiter rise, among other 
stellar objects, said Observatory Manager 
Luisa Fernanda Zambrano-Marin.
Attendees will receive 3-D glasses, 
which they will use to peer through the 
observatory’s telescope. The center’s staff 
will also show participants how to locate 
stars and planets and see the International 
Space Station in a virtual tour.
At the same time in SET-B, the Arecibo 
Remote Command Center (ARCC) will 
have an open house.
Physics and Astronomy Associate 
Professor Fredrick Jenet and Porter High 
School Science Department Chair Andy 
Miller will demonstrate how to control the 
world’s largest radio telescope, which is 
located in Arecibo, Puerto Rico.
The activities are free of charge, but a 
donation box for the observatory will be 
placed at the entrance.
The university hopes to make people 
aware of research being conducted on 
campus. 
“We want UTB students to participate 
mostly because they don’t know much 
about astronomy and it will be kind of like 
a free activity for the astronomy class we 
will have next semester,” Zambrano said. 
The Nompuewenu Astronomical 
Observatory is also open to the public by 
request, Zambrano said. Requests can 
be made by e-mailing the department at 
observatory@phys.utb.edu.
The observatory can be reserved for 






Children from the First United Methodist Church create 
comet models during a visit to the Nompuewenu 
Astronomical Observatory last summer. 
Courtesy Photo
University of Texas Professor Teri 
Albrecht will lecture on “Immigration 
Reform and the 1403 Student,” at 6:30 
tonight in the SET-B Lecture Hall.
The lecture is part of the university’s 
observance of Hispanic Heritage 
Month.
Albrecht is the director of UT-
Austin’s International Students and 
Scholars Program.
Texas House Bill 1403, according 
to the Texas Higher Education 
Coordinating Board Website, grants 
“certain non-immigrant students, 
including undocumented students, 
access to in-state tuition rates at Texas 
public institutions of higher education 
and state financial aid.”
Last Tuesday, the Development, 
Relief, and Education for Alien 
Minors (DREAM) Act stalled in the 
U.S. Senate after Republicans voted 
to block a defense spending bill to 
which it was attached. The DREAM 
Act would “permit some immigrant 
students who have grown up in the U.S. 
to apply for temporary legal status and 
eventually obtain permanent status and 
become eligible for citizenship if they 
meet certain conditions,” according to 
nationalimmigrationreform.org.
 Albrecht’s lecture will be followed 
by a question-and-answer session. The 
event will conclude with the screening 
of “Papers,” a documentary film by 
Anne Galisky that tells about the 
challenges of undocumented youth. 
  Admission to the lecture and 
documentary is free. The event is 
sponsored by Dean of Students Office 
and Multicultural Student Programs.
Immigration reform lecture set
By Stephanie Reyes
Staff Writer
Through these assessments, UTB/TSC knew 
it had to improve communication, Martínez 
said.  Asked what the safety system cost,  she 
replied, “The messaging piece as I recall was 
… something like $22,000 or $25,000. It 
wasn’t a whole lot of money and well worth 
the investment to make sure the campus is 
safe.” 
The university’s Emergency Response 
Team, consisting of more than 200 campus 
employees, is looking into sending emergency 
text messages to the cell phones of students 
who are interested in receiving these alerts. 
Because students change cell phones like 
they change hairstyles, a system needs to be 
created where students can personally update 
their information.
Douglas Arney, associate vice president 
for Business Affairs, said the university is 
most likely to give students the option to sign 
up for the alerts.
Business Affairs is in the process of 
obtaining a vendor for this service, he said. 
Once the system is under way, an e-mail will 
be sent to students with the steps that they 
must follow if they wish to be alerted. 
Safety
Continued from Page 4
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1401 East Washington Street
Brownsville, TX  
(956) 982-0445
www.talecrisplasma.com 
Monday:  8:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.
Tuesday:  8:00 a.m. – 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday:  8:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.
Thursday:  8:00 a.m. – 7:00 p.m.
Friday:  9:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.
Saturday:  8:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.
Earn $100 this week 
Donate your plasma at Talecris Plasma Resources to 
help save the lives of patients worldwide and earn 
up to $100 this week as a new donor.
UTB/TSC has received a $320,000 
endowment to create jobs on campus 
for students who major in the 
science, technology, engineering and 
mathematics fields.
The endowment complements a federal 
grant titled the Science, Technology and 
Engineering Partnership for Success, or 
STEPS, which aims to help these majors 
advance from an associate’s degree to a 
bachelor’s.
 STEPS is a four-year, $5 million 
student support grant that will allow 
programs to be redesigned, more 
equipment to be purchased and offer 
students better support services.
“Dr. [Juan] Iglesias designed a grant 
proposal to increase the number of 
graduates in the STEM fields by helping 
associate-degree students transfer from 
the associate into the baccalaureate 
program,” UTB/TSC President Juliet 
V. García said during a ceremony 
announcing the endowment on Aug. 24 
in the SET-B lobby.
STEM stands for science, technology, 
engineering and mathematics.
Iglesias, who is chair of the 
Computer and Information Sciences 
Department, applied for funding from 
the U.S. Education Department’s 
Science, Technology and Engineering 
Partnerships for Success grant and 
received it in October 2008.
The president said Iglesias also wanted 
to create jobs on campus for students, as 
research shows that working on campus 
in their fields of study helps boost their 
résumés and helps them create networks 
with professors and other students that 
benefit them while they are studying and 
long afterward.
To fund those jobs, Iglesias proposed 
an endowment fund for STEM students, 
similar to the university’s Student 
Employment Initiative, a campus 
employment program in which students 
are enrolled in a minimum of 15 
semester credit hours and work 20 hours 
a week while maintaining a grade-point 
average of 2.75 or higher.
He asked the university to commit 
to raising $160,000 over a two-year 
period if the Education Department 
would match the amount to create 
the endowment. Both said yes. Funds 
were sought from local and state 
organizations.
“Today, we celebrate the achievement 
of that goal and the establishment of a 
$320,000 [STEPS] endowment,” García 
said. “This endowment will enable us to 
double the number of students currently 
employed specifically in the STEMS 
area.”
With the help of donors from the 
community, UTB/TSC was able to raise 
$320,000 for the endowment.
Juan Sepulveda, director of the 
White House Initiative on Educational 
Excellence for Hispanic Americans, said 
the Congressional Hispanic Caucus has 
secured $1 billion for Hispanic-serving 
institutions for the next 10 years aimed 
at STEM work. 
 Sepulveda said Obama has challenged 
the nation to move up from 12th place 
to No. 1 in the world in postsecondary 
education by 2020.
“We are now 21st out of 30 in terms 
of science literacy as a country,” he said. 
“One-fourth of American kids who are 
15 years old do not reach the baseline 
level of science competence.” 
The U.S. also ranks 25th of 30 
countries in math literacy, which means 
that more than 25 percent of Americans 
who are 15 years old are below the 
baseline of both math and science 
competence, he said.
He said the 10 fastest-growing 
occupations and the top 10 highest-
paying college majors are STEM-
related.
“There is no way we can get to the 
president’s 2020 goal without increasing 
the number of Hispanics and Latinos 
who successfully get through the 
education system,” Sepúlveda said. “We 
are today the largest minority group 
within the public school system. … So, 
for us to hit the president’s goal, we’ve 
got to make sure we do our part in the 
Latino community.” 
Wynn Rosser, executive director of 
the Greater Texas Foundation, which has 
partnered with others in this community 
to fund eight scholarship endowments 
at UTB/TSC, said the state ranks 48 of 
50 in having the least educated adult 
population. 
“More than half of the students who 
enter higher education in our state … 
don’t finish,” Rosser said. “More than 
half of the students who are enrolled in 
higher education in our state are enrolled 
in community colleges.”
That is why the foundation is focused 
“solely on education, and primarily on 
postsecondary education: preparation, 
access, persistence and completion,” he 
said.
“This notion of helping students 
transition from a community college 
experience to a four-year experience is 
also critical,” Rosser said. “There are 
numbers of bright students who find it 
very difficult to transition. … This very 
concept of helping students transition 
from a community college experience 
through the completion of a four-year 
degree is critical, and, again, UTB is 
demonstrating that it’s possible.”  
Nicole Ulloa is one of the Computer 
and Information Science Department’s 
associate-degree students who now is 
pursuing a bachelor’s degree. Ulloa 
has a job on campus that allows her to 
work with professors that specialize in 
computer science.
“I find working here on campus to be 
quite lucky, really,” she said. “I don’t 
need to worry about a parking spot, 
transportation, and I get to work with 
professors who specialize in the field 
I’m interested in.”
She plans to attend graduate school 
after earning her bachelor’s degree.
Iglesias said that each semester as 
many as 10 students can be supported 
with the endowment. 
Community answers call for STEM endowment
By Aundrea Hall
Sting Radio News Director
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Associate Professor John Cook sees the 
mass communication and communication 
studies tracks as attracting people to the 
degree plan, particularly the former. 
“I’m disappointed,” he said. “My feeling 
is that this may not be the best move to 
keep the numbers alive. … I’m just afraid 
that in the long run, we’ll have fewer 
comm majors.” 
When Cook was the department chair 
from 2004 to 2008, he said, the number of 
communication majors grew continuously 
with about an equal number in both mass 
communication and communication 
studies tracks. This trend hasn’t been seen 
in the last two years, though. 
In fact, students who couldn’t finish 
the mass communication track and low 
enrollment in the track’s courses were 
among the reasons cited by Rehman for 
bringing the change to the communication 
degree plan. 
But, Cook believes this results from a 
change in prerequisites.
“The difference between 2008 and 
beyond is that we imposed a whole 
bunch of prerequisites in the mass comm 
courses,” he said. “And, I suspect that’s 
part of why we had low enrollment. I don’t 
know if that’s the only reason.”
Cook tried to e-mail students a 
survey to determine why so many mass 
communication courses saw low enrollment 
but ran into bureaucratic obstacles when 
trying to get a list of students majoring in 
communication. Cook has sent out about 
200 surveys via e-mail but did so the 
Monday after the meeting. 
“I didn’t have the data I needed to back 
up my arguments,” Cook said. “And, so I 
really didn’t make arguments. I just tried 
to stand for a core that would be in the best 
interests of everybody, regardless of where 
they’re headed careerwise.” 
Although the core accommodates a wide 
variety of communication fields, Cook said 
he was concerned because “some of our 
courses that are in the core are usually in 
a specialization [area].” But, he then said 
that he can live with the changes.
A main drawback of the degree plan, 
Cook added, is that students have less 
flexibility in making choices about what 
they want to focus on, but he said the 
emphases do give some flexibility. 
Wasike, who specializes in mass 
communication, didn’t vote during the 
meeting because he isn’t tenured but said 
he doesn’t see any problems with the 
elimination of the mass communication 
track.
“If a student wants to take mass comm 
classes, they can still take mass comm 
classes,” he said. “It’s not as though we 
are phasing out the mass comm track. It’s 
still there; it just looks different. … [If] 
we just offer the regular traditional mass 
comm courses … our students would be so 
unemployable, it won’t make sense. And 
this problem is affecting other schools, 
not just us. Everybody is changing and 
adapting to what is out there.” 
Krystal Yanez, a communication junior, 
thinks this is a positive change.
“I know when I look at other universities 
that have communication departments I get 
kind of discouraged because we only have 
two [tracks]. The idea that we [will] have 
more is really great. I wish I could have … 
had more options available to me when I 
had declared my major.”
The next step is to take the changes 
and get them approved by the Liberal 
Arts curriculum committee, but this has 
not been done because the department 
is still working on the degree. It will 
then go to the university’s Curriculum 
Committee. The changes will then go 
through the University of Texas System 
board of regents and then the Texas Higher 
Education Coordinating Board. Rehman 
said that, definitely, by Fall 2011, the new 
degree will be available. 
Changes in faculty are also being 
considered. Rehman said one full-time 
faculty member has been promised by the 
Dean of the College of Liberal Arts, Daniel 
Heimmermann, and an instructor, who 
would take care of a speech course, might 
be added as well.
Degree
Continued from Page 3
As we settle into the Fall 2010 semester, 
there will be questions and concerns, 
especially for incoming freshmen, on your 
quest to meet your academic and career 
goals. Please note that there are academic 
advisers located across campus and in the 
main office in the Lightner Center who 
are available to address any questions you 
may have regarding majors or programs 
of study (degree plans) available at 
UTB/TSC. Academic advisers can also 
provide assistance in the declaration of 
your major, course selection, important 
academic deadlines, meeting Satisfactory 
Academic Progress (S.A.P.) requirements 
and other campus resources available to 
you.  
Throughout the fall and spring 
semesters, we will be publishing articles 
in The Collegian designed to enhance 
your study and test-taking skills, explore 
online services, keep you updated with 
any new programs of study and address 
general topics tailored to help you succeed 
academically. Your academic adviser 
will act as a guide to help you navigate 
through course selections each semester 
to ensure you are on the right track to 
your ultimate goal--graduation. Please 
consult your program of study before 
each registration period to ensure that you 
are on the appropriate road to success.   
As mentioned in last week’s Collegian, 
the UTB/TSC Academic Advising Center 
has instituted mandatory advising for all 
students beginning Fall 2010. In the past, 
there were no provisions which required 
students to be advised before each 
registration period. We encourage you to 
make an appointment to meet with your 
academic adviser as soon as possible. 
This is the ideal time to sign your official 
program of study and prepare for the 
upcoming semesters.  
Call us at (956) 882-7362 or send us 
an e-mail at academicadvising@utb.
edu to set up your appointment. You 
can also reach the various college and 
school academic advisers at the following 
locations:
College of Applied Technology and 
General Studies:
--Industrial Technology, ITECC Room 
C-208 (882-4213)
--BAT/BAAS, ITECC Room C-501 
(882-4197)
--Applied Business Technology, EDBC 
1.534 (882-5849)
--College of Education, EDBC 1.102 
(882-7466)
--College of Liberal Arts, Cardenas 
Hall South 246, (882-7474)
--Architecture Program, ITECC Room 
D-120 (882-8868 or 882-4253)
--Department of Music, Eidman Hall 
(882-7701 or 882-8256)
--College of Science, Mathematics and 
Technology, SET-B 1.350 (882-5732 or 
AAA: Academic Advising Alert
By Academic Advising Team
882-7949)
--Department of Engineering, SET-B 1.436 
(882-7171)
--School of Business, EDBC 1.402 (882-
5804)
--School of Health Sciences, Lightner Center 
(882-7362)
Allied Health and Nursing programs (for 
accepted students):
--Diagnostic Medical Sonography, LHSB 
2.436 (882-5011)
--Emergency Medical Science, LHSB 2.436 
(882-5010)
--Health Professions Related Sciences, 
LHSB 2.436 (882-5194)
--Medical Laboratory Technology, LHSB 
2.436 (882-5010)
--Radiologic Technology, LHSB 2.436 (882-
5011)
--Respiratory Care, LHSB 2.436 (882-5010)
--Associate Degree Nursing, LHSB 2.270 
(882-5072)
--Bachelor’s Degree Nursing, LHSB 2.270 
(882-5070)
--Master of Science Nursing, LHSB 2.270 
(882-5071)
--Vocational Nursing, LHSB 2.720 (882-
5073)
The Student Success Center held an 
open house Sept. 15 to show students 
the newly redesigned lab that now 
features four more computers, allowing 
more students the opportunity for career 
exploration. 
Career Counselors Frank Coulson and 
Monica Hernandez said the purpose of 
this event was to let students know about 
the center’s services.
“Career exploration helps students get 
a better focus on what major to study and 
look at all the career possibilities they 
have out there,” Coulson said. 
These services are for freshman and 
sophomore students. Although a student 
may have interest in a couple of areas, the 
career counselors are available to help 
students better develop goals that will 
lead to degree completion and success in 
a future career.  
“We started doing open houses three 
years ago when we started promoting 
the National Career Development 
Association Poetry and Poster Contest,” 
Coulson said.
He has seen the number of students that 
visit the Student Success Center double.
If you find yourself unclear of 
your career goals, visit Coulson and 
Hernandez. 
“What Monica and I are trying to do 
is to help students to do better, so they 
can keep going on to what they want for 
themselves,” Coulson said.
Explore your career options 
at Student Success Center
By Daniel Beltrán
Staff Writer
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What is your dream? “To run a 
business company like Wal-Mart but 
just much better.”
What type of music do you listen to? 
“Anything.”
What’s your favorite song from the 
’80s? “Elvis, ‘It’s now or never’.”
Do you believe in love at first sight? 
“Sometimes, yes.”
Is it OK for a woman to cry? “No, 
you are not supposed to show how you 
truly feel sometimes.”
What is your best physical feature? 
“My beard.”
Do you believe in premarital sex? 
“Yes.”
Who was the last person to tell you, 
“I love you”? “My dad.”
Do you collect anything? What? 
“Yes, old school Magic cards.”
Do you prefer giving or receiving? 
“Both, but I like more to give than to 
receive.”
What’s your lucky number? “12.”
What’s your favorite snack when 
watching movies? “Whatever there is, 
chips, nuts, popcorn … cookies.”
What was your dream job when 
you were a kid? “I wanted to be a 
fire fighter, a boxer, a police man, a 
surgeon; I wanted to be a lot of things.”





Madonna: “Like a virgin”
Love: “First sight”
Cinema: “The Last Samurai”
--Compiled by Daniel Beltrán
If you would like to be featured in 
Cupid’s Corner, call Daniel Beltrán 
at 882-5143 or send him an e-mail at 
collegian@utb.edu.
AlexAndrA GrAciA/colleGiAn
Aries (March 21-April 19): It’s a bad 
hair day, but don’t worry, all other things 
will fall into place this week.    
Taurus (April 20-May 20): Stress may 
seem to overpower you lately, but keep in 
mind that the reward will feel even greater 
in the end.  
Gemini (May 21-June 21): You are 
absolutely ready for whatever comes your 
way! 
Cancer (June 22-July 22): No need for 
caffeine this morning; your energy this 
week will keep you going for anything.      
Leo (July 23-Aug. 23): Hint of the day: 
Leftovers in the car are not a specialty.  
Virgo (Aug. 24-Sept. 22): Don’t slow 
down today or else everything will come 
around and catch you.  
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23): This week, 
you’ll find your way out of recent 
problems.     
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21): Maybe 
procrastinating isn’t such a bad idea; 
working under pressure may have better 
results. 
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): 
Remember: Stay positive this week and it 
may grant you that “A.”   
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Everyone 
will see that you are especially productive 
this week. A raise or even extra-credit 
points will be coming your way.   
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 19): Lucky 
you, your sense of humor will save you 
this week. 
Pisces (Feb. 2-March 20): Focus on 
the bigger picture and in the end you will 
see the results you hoped for.  
By Melissa Ramirez
Staff Writer
Brownsville is reaching out to Oprah 
for a downtown makeover.
About 5 p.m. Wednesday, more than 
100 people gathered on East Adams 
Street, between 15th and 16th streets, 
cheering and carrying poster board letters 
that spelled “Oprah, Brownsville needs 
a downtown makeover,” as a production 
company videotaped the event.
Others held posters saying, “Oprah, we 
love you” and “Oprah, Brownsville needs 
you,” while children held magazines and 
pictures of the talk show host.
The aim of the rally is to enter a contest 
“The Oprah Show” is sponsoring. The 
show will pay for a main street makeover 
for the U.S. city in most need of it.
A Brownsville Living member contest 
found out about the contest and sent 
the link to Craig Grove, the Website’s 
founder.
Brownsville Living, Be Part of It is 
a Facebook group and fan page that 
is dedicated to the city’s growth and 
highlighting its positive aspects. Its 2,000 
members support local events and locally 
owned businesses, according to its online 
profile.
“Basically, I moved to Brownsville 
back in 2006,” Grove said. “My wife is 
from here and, you know, I really wanted 
to make the best of Brownsville, and I felt 
like we have a lot of great things going 
on, but people don’t know.”
When Brownsville Living posted 
information about the makeover contest, 
its members got excited and decided to 
come up with something to get Oprah and 
her producers’ attention on Brownsville.
On Tuesday, before the event, some 
residents gathered at the Craft Loft to cut 
out letters from poster board and paint 
them.
A crew from Rogy Productions taped 
the rally free of charge for a video that 
will be sent to Harpo Studios as the city’s 
contest entry.
On Adams Street, people stood in the 
rain, jumping in front of the cameras and 
chanting, “Oprah! Oprah! Oprah!” in the 
hope of winning the contest.
 Students at UTB/TSC think it’s a good 
idea for the city to be entered into the 
contest.
“It would be good,” said Marianela 
Villarreal, a junior biology major. “That 
would make the city more recognized, but 
I wouldn’t like if they remodel downtown 
because they would be removing 
downtown’s history.” 
Fellow junior biology major Idalia 
Garcia said, “I think it would be very 
interesting for the Lower [Rio Grande] 
Valley to be in such a contest. I mean, 
Oprah is such a big celebrity and to have 
her come down here for us to go there 
and be on TV would be an awesome thing 
for her. We need something exciting like 
that.” 
Grove said downtown Brownsville is 
the second most historic downtown in 
Texas after San Antonio’s, giving the city 
a chance to win the contest.
Brownsville to Oprah: Help!
By Alejandra González
Staff Writer
Children and adults alike show their Oprah spirit.
 
Michelle SerrAno/colleGiAn PhotoS
Brownsville Living’s Craig Grove directs the crowd to get in line for the camera Wednesday at the Oprah rally 
on East Adams Street
Cupid’sorner
En la mañana del 15 de junio del 2006, 
Norma Infante-García, descendía de su 
vehículo en el estacionamiento del Edificio 
de Educación y Negocios (EDBC) cuando 
un hombre se acercó a ella y le apuntó una 
pistola al cuello amenazando con matarla 
si no le entregaba las llaves.
 “Fue entonces cuando comencé a gritar,” 
Infante-García, asistente administrativa 
para el Colegio de Educación dijo. “… 
Después me empujó fuera de su camino 
y se metió al carro para buscar las llaves 
porque el carro aún estaba abierto. Yo ni 
siquiera corrí, solamente permanecí de 
pie y gritaba y fue entonces cuando los 
estudiantes empezaron a correr hacia mí. 
Había otro hombre en el carro [de escape] 
esperándolo y el hombre le dijo ‘Súbete, 
la gente está llegando’. Él solamente me 
quitó de su camino y se subió al auto [de 
escape] y se fugaron”.
Una unidad de la Patrulla Fronteriza 
estaba pasando por el Bulevar 
Universitario cuando este incidente se 
desarrollaba, ella cree que ellos fueron los 
que contactaron a la policía.
 “[Antes del incidente,] nunca me había 
dado cuenta que existiera la necesidad 
de tener seguridad a plena luz del día”, 
Infante-García dijo. 
Ella les recomienda a los estudiantes 
que estén conscientes de sus entornos 
antes y después de subirse a un 
vehículo y que cierren la puerta con 
seguro inmediatamente y si está 
oscuro que aprovechen del servicio de 
acompañamiento que ofrece la Policía del 
Campus. 
Cuando se le preguntó ¿cómo se 
podría mejorar la seguridad en el 
campus?, Infante-García respondió que 
la incorporación de clases de seguridad y 
entrenamiento serían muy útiles para que 
los empleados estén más alerta.
Eso es exactamente lo que está 
sucediendo.
Previamente este mes, los estudiantes 
que viven en The Village en Fort Brown 
escucharon un tiroteo en  Matamoros que 
se llevó a cabo entre el Ejército Mexicano 
y la organización delictiva de los Zetas. 
El incidente estimuló a UTB/TSC para 
entrenar a los empleados de albergue 
estudiantil en respecto a las medidas de 
seguridad. El entrenamiento se llevó a 
cabo la semana pasada.
 El Sargento Reynaldo Treviño, dijo que 
el entrenamiento consistió en la respuesta 
comunitaria de cómo actuar bajo  todo 
tipo de peligros, desde huracanes hasta 
francotiradores. 
Hay más entrenamientos programados. 
Se enviaron e-mails el martes para anunciar 
cuatro entrenamientos  de comunicación. 
Las sesiones de entrenamiento se llevarán 
a cabo de la 1 a 2 p.m. el jueves y viernes 
y de 9 a 10 a.m. el 4 y 5 de octubre en el 
Edificio Tandy.
Durante este último año, la red de 
Información y Tecnología (IT Net.) ha 
instalado más de 300 bocinas por todo 
el campus de UTB/TSC para alertar al 
público en caso de una emergencia.
Hay 300 bocinas dentro de los edificios, 
30 bocinas de altavoz, y 30 bocinas 
afuera en el Campus de Fort Brown y seis 
adicionales en el Centro Internacional 
de Comercio y Tecnología (ITECC), 
dijo Fitra Khan, director de la Red de 
Información y Tecnología.
Las bocinas se encuentran en los techos 
de los edificios, en los salones de clases, 
los laboratorios y en los pasillos que más 
frecuentan los estudiantes.
Debido a los proyectos de construcción 
recientes, existen algunos sitios donde el 
sistema aún no se ha instalado: estos sitios 
incluyen los salones de clase grandes, la 
Biblioteca del Bulevar Universitario y 
el Centro de Recreación y Ejercicio y el 
nuevo Centro de Artes. 
“Hemos tratado de cubrir cada salón 
de clase y cada laboratorio con excepción 
del ITECC”, dijo Khan. “Los fondos para 
el ITECC  acaban de ser aprobados, por 
tanto aun estamos en el proceso de darle 
cobertura al ITECC”. Adicionalmente, 
tres bocinas serán instaladas en The 
Village para alertar al público si es 
necesario y esta tarea se espera será 
completada a mediados de octubre, dijo 
Rosemary Martínez, vicepresidente de 
Asuntos de Negocios. 
Como algunos sabrán, el sistema 
de seguridad  permite que se envíen 
mensajes de texto a través del Sistema de 
Telefonía de VoIP de Cisco al igual que a 
través de computadoras que se encuentren 
conectadas a la red de UTB/TSC.   
Martínez dijo que estos mensajes, en 
el caso de un incidente, notificarían al 
público para que eviten ciertos sitios, para 
dar una descripción de algún sospechoso 
si el caso lo requiere y también para 
informar a donde pueden ir los estudiantes 
en peligro.
“Necesitamos asegurarnos que el 
sistema funcione… bajo las condiciones 
reales… cuando el campus esté lleno y 
haya mucho tráfico y ruido de vehículos 
porque queremos cerciorarnos que se 
puedan escuchar los mensajes que se 
están enviando por el sistema por todo el 
campus”, dijo ella.
La adición de las bocinas al sistema 
de seguridad reducirá el tiempo que se 
necesita desde que ocurre un incidente 
hasta cuando el mensaje se retransmite, 
Martínez dijo. En el pasado, la Policía 
del Campus podía tomarse una hora en 
ir e investigar un incidente y después 
retransmitirlo, pero con este sistema, el 
tiempo ha sido reducido a 30 minutos o 
menos.
La oficina de Asuntos de Negocios, 
la Oficina del Presidente y la Policía del 
Campus son las tres oficinas que están 
autorizadas para enviar los mensajes. Para 
acelerar el tiempo de emisión, ya existen 
mensajes previamente formulados a los 
cuales simplemente se les agregan los 
detalles de la situación y se envían.
En una evaluación de lo ocurrido en 
el Instituto Politécnico de Virginia y 
Universidad Estatal en abril del 2007, 
cuando un estudiante armado, Seung-Hui 
Cho, ejecutó a 32 personas en el campus, 
los planificadores de emergencias 
determinaron que la falla más grande fue 
en el aspecto de comunicación.  
A través de estas evaluaciones, UTB/
TSC se dio cuenta que debía mejorar la 
comunicación, dijo Martínez.
Cuando se le preguntó el precio del 
equipo, Martínez respondió, “La parte 
de mensajería como yo lo recuerdo era… 
algo como $22,000 o $25,000. No fue 
mucho dinero y valió la pena la inversión 
para tener seguridad en el campus”. 
El Equipo de Respuesta de Emergencia 
(ERT) de la universidad, que consiste en 
más de 200 empleados del campus, está 
viendo la manera de poder enviar mensajes 
de texto a los celulares de estudiantes 
que estén interesados en recibir alertas 
de emergencia. Dado que los estudiantes 
cambian de celulares como cambian de 
peinados, se necesita crear un sistema en 
el cual los estudiantes puedan actualizar 
sus datos.
Douglas Arney, vicepresidente 
para asuntos de negocios dijo que la 
universidad probablemente les dará a los 
estudiantes la opción de elegir registrarse 
en caso de que querían ser alertados. 
La oficina de Asuntos de Negocios 
está en el intento de buscar un proveedor 
para este servicio, dijo él. Una vez que el 
sistema esté instalado, se les enviará un 
e-mail a los estudiantes con los pasos a 
seguir para que sean alertados en caso de 
emergencia.
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El Oficial Roman Ramos informa a los empleados de la Biblioteca del Bulevar Universitario acerca de la 
seguridad en el campus en una sesion de entrenamiento. Comenzando en la izquierda: Liliana Galindo, 
bibliotecaria de circulación; Millie Hernández, coordinadora de eventos especiales; Annabel Treviño, 
directora de seriales y revistas; y Frances Juárez, asistente superior de la biblioteca.
Se pone mano dura en seguridad
Por Héctor Aguilar
Editor de español
Nombre: Samanta Fuentes Tapia
Edad: 22
Ciudad Natal: Matamoros, Tamaulipas, 
México 
Promedio: 3.25
Especialidad: Física y educación
Clasificación: Estudiante de último año
Fecha de graduación: Diciembre 2010
Reconocimientos: Scholastic Excellence 
Award, Primavera 2010; Lista del Decano: 
Primavera 2009, Otoño 2009 y Primavera 
2010. 
Pasatiempos: “Me gusta cantar, escuchar 
bastante música, salir de viaje, nadar, pintar 
y dibujar”.
Actividades extracurriculares: “Estoy en 
Physics Circus desde Otoño 2006. En los 
fines de semanas y veranos soy tutora de 
matemáticas y ciencias”.
¿Cuál sería tu trabajo ideal? “[Ser una] 
científica o astrónoma”.
¿Cuáles son tus metas? “Me gustaría hacer 
una investigación importante en astronomía 
o física. También tener un buen puesto como 
científica o tal vez mudarme a otro país”.
¿Cómo te ves dentro de 10 años? “Ojalá 
en otro país. Me gustaría vivir en Europa 
y espero ser muy buena en [mi carrera] 
y también me gustaría tener una clase de 
negocio donde pudiera tener diseños [de arte] 
hechos por mi, pero sin dejar la ciencia.”
¿Qué te gusta de la universidad? “La 
gente porque todos son cálidos. Cuando 
entré aquí, todavía tenía problemas con el 
inglés… y la gente me ha ayudado bastante… 
académicamente y personalmente”.
¿Qué les aconsejarías a los estudiantes de 
nuevo ingreso? “Que cuando quieran algo, 
no duden en ir detrás de eso por más difícil 
que se vea”.
¿Qué consejo les darías a los estudiantes 
para estudiar antes de un examen? “Para 
estudiar que encuentren un lugar que les 
guste y estén muy a gusto”. 
 --Recopilado por Rubí Martínez
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Visita nuestro 
sitio de Internet 
en:
www.utbcollegian.com
Esta es una de las 30 bocinas exteriores que se encuentran en el campus.
The UTB/TSC Volleyball Team travels 
to Houston to compete against St. Thomas 
University at 7 p.m. Thursday.
The undefeated Scorpions welcomed 
Wiley College last Friday and Texas 
College on Saturday in the Manuel B. 
Garza Gym. Results were not available at 
press time.
On Sept. 18, the Scorpions beat the 
Columbia College Cougars in five intense 
and emotion-filled sets. This was the 
last game of the Scorpion Invitational 
Tournament. The scores were 17-25, 25-
23, 22-25, 25-22 and the final deciding 
score of 15-10.
The gym was filled with spectators who 
were anticipating the game between the 
sixth-ranked Scorpions and the eighth-
ranked Cougars. This was the first match on 
the Garza Gym floor to be played by teams 
that are ranked in the Top 10 nationwide. 
Before the game began, setter Paula 
Barros was injured and taken from Garza 
Gym via ambulance. Barros was released 
from a hospital late Saturday, according 
to an Athletics Department news release. 
Head Coach Todd Lowery  would not 
comment on her injuries. 
The task was up to setter Tamires Ferreira 
to assist the Scorpions for the entire game. 
From the beginning, the Scorpions knew 
that they had their work cut out for them if 
they wanted to conquer the Cougars. With 
Barros out of the game, the team had to 
come together and step up in order to win.
At the beginning of the set, the Scorpions 
weren’t delivering their sting very well. 
The team was down by two, when hitter 
Erica Chimak scored for the team. Libero 
Gregner Gotay-Quinones dove for the 
ball twice, and right side hitter Michelle 
Marques scored a point for the Scorpions. 
The Scorpions were still down 3 to 6. 
Columbia College was showing 
dominance. 
After Danica Markovich jump-served 
the ball, Ferreira tipped the ball over the 
net and three Cougars collided in an effort 
to save the ball. The crowd went wild, and 
the Scorpions finally got into their game. 
Chimak then scored a point for the 
Scorpions with a strong kill that landed 
right on the court line boundary. 
Markovich came up from the back row 
with a hard kill. Gotay-Quinones played 
her defensive position well, and returned 
the ball to Columbia College with a soft 
hit. 
Cougar middle hitter Nicole Murphy 
attempted to kill the ball, but middle blocker 
Anna Guerra contributed a stunning block 
to score a point for the Scorpions. 
A tip right over the net made by middle 
blocker Talita Milasauskas scored another 
point for the team. The Scorpions were 
now down by 3, with a score of 11-14. 
A long rally began with both teams 
attempting to kill the ball, but both played 
an impressive defense and were determined 
to keep the play going. A hitting error by 
the Cougars ended the rally. 
Guerra had a blocking error when 
Cougar hitter Vesna Trivunoic attempted to 
kill the ball. Right after, the Cougars made 
an ace. 
Marques contributed another stunning 
kill that sent the team into a roller coaster 
of emotion. 
Long rallies with intense hits and digs 
seemed to make up a majority of the set, 
and the next rally was no exception. The 
Cougars took this rally with a strong kill 
that landed in the corner of the court.
The score was 17-24, and the Scorpions 
were still down. Guerra committed a 
hitting error that ended the set at 17-25.
The Scorpions had lost the first set, but 
were not ready to give up. 
At the beginning of the second set, 
this reporter heard a Columbia College 
representative say, “[UTB/TSC] came 
to our place and beat us [in] 3 out of 4 
[sets], and I guess it is our turn to prove 
something.”
Ironically enough, the Scorpions beat 
the Cougars in the second match.
The first point of the set went to the 
Cougars after a blocking error was 
committed by Guerra and Milasauskas. 
Milasauskas killed the ball and had no 
problem showing her enthusiasm after 
the point. The score was at 3 to 6, and the 
Scorpions were still down.
Milasauskas made another solo block, 
and Marques racked up another point for 
the Scorpions with a cross-court hit.
Markovich displayed intense strength 
with a strong hit that stunned the Cougar 
defense.  An outside kill by Marques 
pushed the Scorpions’ score up. A rally 
ensued and Markovich ended it with a 
strong kill that went straight down the line. 
The Cougars attempted to block her hit but 
failed. 
The score was finally even at 9-9.
The Cougars committed a serving error 
that finally allowed the Scorpions the lead 
at 10-9. 
The team was now ready and more 
determined than ever to utilize this lead to 
win the set. 
Guerra had an impressive solo block that 
sent the team, as well as the crowd, into a 
frenzy.
Rafaela Dornelas committed a serving 
error, and the Cougars used that to their 
advantage by making a strong hit.
Markovich shocked the Cougars with 
her powerful and striking jump serves. She 
contributed three aces in a row, and the 
score was now 16-12. The Scorpions were 
up by four.
Cougar hitter Murphy had a strong hit 
that went straight toward Markovich. She 
attempted to dig the ball but committed a 
passing error.
Cougar middle hitters blocked a hard hit 
from Chimak.
Milasauskas scored a point for the 
Scorpions with a strong kill that swept past 
the Cougar defense. Ferreira committed 
a serving error, but Marques gained the 
ball back for the team in the next play by 
making a kill.
The set was getting more intense by 
the second, and the score was 20-20 after 
Murphy killed the ball in front of the 
Scorpion defense. The Cougars didn’t 
take advantage of the ball because they 
committed a serving error.
The Cougars made an attacking error 
that upped the score to 22-21, with 
the Scorpions in the lead. Markovich 
committed a hitting error and the score was 
once again even. 
With an attacking error made by the 
Cougars, the score went to 23-22. Guerra 
came through for the Scorpions by 
contributing a beautiful block.
The next point was taken by the Cougars 
when Guerra failed a block attempt. 
Chimak contributed a strong kill that won 
the set for the Scorpions, 25 to 23.
With one set lost and one set won, 
both teams were reeling for another win. 
The third set ran high with emotion, 
perhaps too much emotion, because both 
teams received warnings for excessive 
celebrations.
Marques began the set with a hard kill.
The Scorpions were once again down 
by 4 with a score of 2-6. Guerra missed a 
save but made up for it with a block with 
Markovich’s help. Markovich upped the 
score 6-9 after a strong cross court kill.
The score was getting close, and after 
Markovich had one of her usual impressive 
attacks, the Scorpions were only down by 
one. Marques contributed a hard outside 
hit; the score was even.
After serving errors by both teams, 
Markovich made a hitting error, and the 
score was 17-20.
A long rally ensued, and Markovich 
saved the ball, but the point was lost after 
an error at the net. Marques contributed 
another kill that went straight down the 
line, and Markovich kept the pace up by 
contributing another attack. 
The ball was in the Cougar’s possession 
and after being set, there was no attack. 
The ball simply hit the floor.
The game had once again become a nail-
biter, with the score at 21-23, and UTB/
TSC was down.
Markovich attempted a soft back-row hit 
that didn’t cross the net, and the set ended 
with a Cougar victory.
With only one set won, the Scorpions 
were anxious to take over the fourth set.
The Scorpions were doing well, up by 
one point for a score of 8-7 after numerous 
serving errors by Columbia College, a 
block by Guerra, a tip and kill by Chimak.
A service error by the Scorpions and a 
kill by Chimak had the score at 9-8 with 
the Scorpions up by one. A block by 
Milasauskas evened the score. A strong 
back-row hit by Chimak followed a hit 
by Markovich that was out of boundaries. 
Markovich tipped the ball, and Guerra 
blocked a Cougar hit. 
The Scorpions were in the lead 16-14.
Two consecutives attacks by Markovich 
had the Scorpions ahead by five points. She 
attempted a third kill, but it was blocked 
by Murphy. The ball bounced out of court, 
and the point was given to the Scorpions.  
With the score at 20-16, the team was 
ready to take over and win the set.
After an out-of-court hit and serving 
error by Markovich , two strong middle 
hits by Guerra and a kill by Chimak, the 
score was 23-20. A kill by Marques and a 
hitting error by Markovich had the game 
at 24-21. 
Both teams were sweating hard and 
focused completely on the game. 
The ball was in possession of the 
Cougars. When it was least expected, the 
Cougars committed a serving error, giving 
the point up to the Scorpions. 
This was it. Both teams had two losses 
and two victories under their belt. The final 
fifth set was the determining factor. The 
first to 15 points were the winners, and it 
was obvious how badly both teams wanted 
it.
In the end, it was the Scorpions.
Milasauskas blocked a hit from a Cougar 
attack. The Cougars tried to block a hit by 
Milasauskas, but the block caused the ball 
to go out of bounds. The second point was 
also picked up by UTB/TSC. The Cougars 
began running their offensive game 
and scored a kill. Guerra and Marques 
picked up another block, and Guerra had 
a strong middle attack. A hitting error 
was committed by the Scorpions and the 
Cougars, but Markovich and Chimak both 
had strong kills right after.
Chimak attempted another attack, but 
it was blocked by the Cougars. Marques 
contributed two kills simultaneously, as 
well as a block. 
The score ended at 15-10, with a 
Scorpion victory.
The Scorpion Invitational Tournament 
named Marques the Most Valuable Player, 
and Chimak and Markovich as part of the 
All-Tournament Team.
Scorpions Head Coach Todd Lowery 
said, “It was a great team effort, and we 
had to have some kids step up. We beat a 
great team, and anybody that was in the 
gym saw some great volleyball.”
Columbia College Head Coach Melinda 
Wrye-Washington declined an interview 
with The Collegian. 
Markovich said, “This was the hardest 
game; it’s the first time we went to [the] 
fifth game. It was very hard, but I think we 
wanted it more. I have to congratulate my 
team.” 
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Members of the UTB/TSC Volleyball Team celebrate after defeating the Columbia College Cougars.
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Scorpions defeat Columbia Cougars in 5 tough sets
The UTB/TSC Men’s Soccer Team hosts 
Our Lady of the Lake University at 7 p.m. 
Saturday on the Recreation, Education, and 
Kinesiology Center field. 
The Scorpions welcomed St. Thomas-
Houston last Saturday at the Brownsville 
Sports Park. Due to flooding from last 
week’s inclement weather, the game was 
moved from the natural grass at the REK 
Center field to the artificial turf at the Sports 
Park. Results were not available at press 
time.
“It’s going to be a hard game,” Head 
Coach Dan Balaguero said Thursday 
afternoon. “The [St. Thomas] team is well-
coached, and I expect it to be a close game.”
On Sept. 17 in Oklahoma City, the 
Scorpions overpowered Oklahoma Christian 
University, 6 to 0. 
Forward Juan Nava scored the first goal 
of the game during the 20th minute, assisted 
by fellow forward Morton Benested. At 
halftime, the score was still 1-0.
In the second half, the Scorpions cemented 
their win against the Eagles.
UTB/TSC Men’s Soccer Head Coach Dan 
Balaguero made an interesting defensive 
change when he inserted Mauricio Lugo 
as the goalkeeper. Lugo contributed to the 
Scorpions with a save at the end of the first 
half that had a huge impact on the rest of 
the game. 
Nava scored the team’s second goal 
during the 60th minute. 
Benested, Aaron Guerrero, Frederick 
Ekvall, and Jose Galvan each scored one 
goal. Ricky Rodriguez and Jair Reyna 
contributed assists for the Scorpions.
With the victory, the Scorpions improved 
their standing to 2-2-1 overall.
The following day in Bethany, Okla., 
the Scorpions battled Southern Nazarene 
University and were defeated 3-2.
Forwards Aaron Guerrero and Juan Nava 
scored one goal each for the Scorpions. 
Benested assisted both goals.
At halftime, the score was 2 to 0 with the 
Scorpions in the lead. 
It was during the 55th and 83rd minutes of 
the game that the Crimson Tide scored. 
The Crimson Tide scored the tie-breaking 
goal in the last 30 seconds of the game.
However, UTB/TSC ended with a 16-12 
advantage on shots.
“I was really happy with the performance 
against Oklahoma Christian,” Balaguero 
said. “It was the best soccer we have played 
all year. Even with the loss against Southern 
Nazarene, we are still heading in the right 
direction.”











What or who inspired you to start 
playing the sport? “I started ballet and 
gymnastics when I was 5 up until my 
sixth-grade year in middle school. I 
wanted to try something new, so I joined 
volleyball and fell in love with sports. My 
mom also played a huge role in inspiring 
me to continue to play volleyball. She 
has never missed a game and is always 
the loudest fan in the crowd!”
What’s been your best moment while 
playing this sport? “There have been 
many things that have made playing 
volleyball an awesome experience, like 
the friends I’ve made and the experiences 
shared with them. But, one of the best 
memories was my first trip to Nationals 
in ’07.”
Any embarrassing moments? “When I 
fell during a warm-up. Everyone was in 
shock, but my teammates were laughing. 
Good times!”
What have you learned from playing 
this sport? “By being on a team you learn 
to work together with different types of 
people from different backgrounds. It is 
a great feeling knowing how much you 
can achieve by working together. You 
also learn just how far you can push 
yourself, and you begin to apply it in 
everything you do, on and off the court.”
What’s your favorite movie? 
“‘Anchorman.’ It never gets old.”
What kind of music do you listen to? 
“Country music is my No. 1 pick. But, I 
listen to just about everything.”
What do you plan to do after 
graduation? “After graduation, my 
plans are to attend graduate school and, 
hopefully, go on to become a physical 
therapist.”
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